Lake Samm Womens’ Lacrosse Off Season Workout / 2015
Chose 3-4 of these workouts each week. Try to vary workouts between gym, track and field. 120s will be evaluated
during tryouts. Dynamic workout and stretch prior to each workout. Push yourself!!!!!

Gym Workouts/
1) Treadmill ladder:
60 s @ 7mph
60 s @ 5mph
45 s@ 8mph
60 s @ 4mph
30 s @ 9 mph
60 s @ 3mph
60 s @ 3mph
30 s @ 10 mph
90 s @ 3 mph
Repeat
2) 15 min Treadmill buster
Set treadmill to 4mph @ 2% incline.
After each minute switch to following
inclines. 4%, 6%, 8%, 6%, 10%, 4% ,12%
10%, 6%,4%... Cooldown for 3 min

3) Bike Workout:
0-5 min @ 5 resistance
5-10 @ 6 resistance
10-15 @ 7 resistance
15-20 @ 8 resistance
20-25 @ 7 resistance
25-30 @ 6 resistance

Tryout Run/
120s:
Start on end of goal line of football field.
Sprint full field to opposite end of goal line
for a 120 yard sprint. Get down in 20
seconds. You have 60 seconds total to
jog back to start and rest. Repeat x 8.

Track Workouts/
4) Fartleck:
Start at start line. Jog turns, sprint
straights. Rest 2 min after each lap. Repeat
5 times
5) 100s & 20s
Sprint 100 m. Rest 1 minute. Repeat 6x
THEN
20 m sprints. Concentrate on explosive
starts and driving arms. Rest 20 s after
each. Repeat x 6
6) Coopers Test:
Push yourself for 12 minutes and see how
far you can get. Aim for 1.5 miles or more.

Football Field Workouts/
7) Half Gassers:
Sprint WIDTH of football field and back.
Rest 45 seconds. Repeat 10 x. Try to get
under 20 seconds
8) 300 yard Shuttles
Start at Goal line and sprint to opposite 40
and back, there and back and then there
again (total 5 legs for 300 yards). Rest 1
min. Repeat
Opposite 40

9) Sprint Ladder:
Start on goal line. Sprint to 10 and back.
Rest 10 s then sprint to 20 and back. Rest
10 s. Build ladder up to 100.
10
20
30
40-100

Lake Samm Womens Lacrosse Off Season Workout / 2015
Wall Ball Routine 3-4 / week. 30 minutes each time. Find a nearby elementary school, good wall at your high school
either in the gym or outside, park with an outside brick bathroom… plenty of walls to do this on. Have Fun!
•

Right Hand, Left Hand: 50 reps each
Start off standing 10-15 feet from the wall, with your feet spread in throwing position, perpendicular to the wall. Having the step already in place allows you to concentrate on the upper body
mechanics of throwing -- keeping your biceps by your ear, your hips and shoulders creating a torque motion, snapping the wrist of your top hand and fashioning a full follow-through.
Do 25 reps on each hand. They should be rapid. Then move to within 5 feet of the wall, choke up on your stick handle, and repeat reps of 25 on your right and left hands.

•

Throw Right, Catch Left and Vice Versa: 50 Reps
Move back to within 10-15 feet and square off to the wall. Only this time, catch with the opposite hand with which you throw. Your upper body mechanics should remain tight, but your aim should be for an off-center
spot on the wall that will make the ball return to your opposite side. Do this 50 times per session, and you'll be much more comfortable making offside catches and transferring hands.
In Close: 20 reps right, 20 reps left
Staying within 5 feet of the wall, square off to it, this time taking the hips and shoulders out of the equation and allowing you to focus solely on the wrist action of throwing. Maintaining a wide base with your arms out
in front of you, throw 10 times right and 10 times left, emphasizing the wrist snap and utilizing a quick cradle and release.
Then, alternate hands, transferring in between each throw. Do this 10 more times on each hand without cradling, and your stick speed will benefit. Choke up on the stick if need be.
For your own purposes, try some variety. Start out in the perpendicular stance for five reps, and then open up square to wall for five reps, and repeat. Alternating stances creates cardiovascular work. Also, if you're
comfortable enough, don't cradle -- try quick sticking while you're close to the wall. Finally, if you're really comfortable in tight, try doing it one-handed.

Add the Step: 25 reps right, 25 reps left
Drop back about 20 feet. Maintaining the upper body mechanics, add the step to the throwing motion, targeting a spot on the wall.
Sprint Laterally, Catch Backhand: 25 reps right, 25 reps left
Since you've implemented footwork, move up to within 15 feet of the wall, and work laterally while practicing backhanded catches. Starting with your right hand, throw across your body, run left, and catch the ball
backhanded like an outlet pass over your right shoulder. Then switch to your left hand, throw across your body, run right and make the same backhanded catch over your left shoulder.

Laterally, this should act more like a shuttle run, sprinting about 5 feet in between throws. Do this 25 times on each hand.
For more advanced wall-ballers, repeat as desired while getting in close to simulate forced feeds in the crease and around the cage. Or square off for a set of backhanded quick-sticks.
Split Dodge: 25 reps right, 25 reps left
A wall ball fallacy is that the exercise is one only of throwing and catching. Really, the wall is an ideal place to perfect your split and face dodges, too. You're already moving laterally -- why not work the split in?
Again, fundamentals are key. When using a split dodge, there should always be at least one hand on the stick -- you're not just tossing the stick from one hand to the other.

Throw right, catch right, dip over to your left; throw left, catch left, dip over to your right. Do this 25 times on each hand, using the same shuttle-type movement as mentioned above, practicing the transfer of hands
so that it happens tight across your face.
Face Dodge: 25 reps right, 25 reps left
Ditto. Make sure that when you whip the ball across your face, you're doing so from ear-to-ear, and not exposing your stick outside of that tight semicircle. This also means having the right throwing mechanics to
receive the ball in this position.

